UPDATED
NOTICE OF SPECIAL EMERGENCY EXPORTER’S LICENSE FOR DELIVERY OF FUEL
TO DISASTER AREAS
November 7, 2012

President Obama declared the states of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut as Disaster Areas. Currently,
fuel shortages exist in the affected states. In order to help expedite the pick-up and delivery of emergency fuel
supplies from Pennsylvania to the affected states, the Bureau is implementing a special exporter license for fuel
transporters.
Currently, purchase of fuel for export from Pennsylvania may occur in one of two ways:
1. A fuel transporter not holding a Pennsylvania distributor’s permit for export may purchase liquid fuels or fuels
tax-paid from a Pennsylvania terminal rack and export the to another state. The transporter may later claim a
refund of the Pennsylvania tax upon presentation of evidence tax was paid to the destination state.
2. A fuel transporter holding a Pennsylvania distributor’s permit authorizing export of fuels from Pennsylvania
may purchase liquid fuels or fuels tax-free at the terminal rack for export and delivery to other states.
Effective immediately, the Bureau announces the establishment of a temporary special exporter license available
to fuel transporters delivering fuel exclusively to the areas listed in the President’s Disaster declaration. Features
and Conditions for this license:






Upon receipt of application (REV-1338), the license should be processed and approved in a very short
time (hours instead of the normal process, which takes several days.
The license will allow the distributor to purchase fuel tax-free at Pennsylvania terminal racks for export
ONLY to the affected areas in the President’s Declaration.
Normal bonding requirements may be temporarily suspended for application of the license.
The license will have an expiration date of November 30, 2012 or such time as it is determined by
Governor Corbett that a State of Emergency no longer exists, whichever is sooner.
License holders are expected to adhere to any and all Pennsylvania recordkeeping rules applicable to
licensed exporters.

In order to apply for this special temporary exporter permit, please contact the bureau as follows:
BY PHONE
BY EMAIL

1-800-482-4382
kglaser@pa.gov or dbianchi@pa.gov

James E. Dehnert
Director, Bureau of Motor Fuel Taxes

